
Open Letter to the Attendees, Members, Staff, Pastors, & Elders of Mclean Bible Church 

On Wednesday, June 30th the congregation of MBC rejected the nomination of three elder candidates. 

This was unprecedented and has never happened in the entire history of Mclean Bible Church. While 

elder nominees have received practically 100% of the votes in all previous elections for decades, these 

candidates did not receive the required 75% as defined by the MBC Constitution. 

The failure was indicative of a dramatic loss of confidence in the current leadership of Mclean Bible 

Church by a congregation who have been faithful and integral members of the church for decades. This 

lack of confidence comes not from a small fraction, but from hundreds of people who have written 

letters, spoken to staff, and communicated with other members about their questions & concerns. 

At the same time the church leaders have mischaracterized their concerns, slandered them, and in some 

cases made public false statements. The purpose of this letter is to summarize some of the significant 

factors that led hundreds of members to break decades of history and reject a slate of elders proposed 

by the current leadership team. 

1. Conflicts of Interest - MBC has sent hundreds of thousands of dollars collected from the 

congregation to David Platt’s personal organization (https://radical.net). Pastor Platt also has a long-

term leadership relationship with the Southern Baptist Conservatives of Virginia (SBCV). According 

to SBCV annual reports MBC has sent a minimum of $100,000 per year to the SBCV over the last 

three years. Numerous requests for accountability and transparency about these transactions have 

been met with hostile responses. The Elder Board has failed to address this conflict of interest. 

“No one can serve two masters, for either he will hate the one and love the other, or he 

will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve God and money.”  

Matthew 6:24.  

2. Violations of Church Constitution – The MBC Constitution states clearly that MBC shall be 

independent and not affiliated with any other organization or denomination. Unfortunately, under 

Pastor Platt’s leadership MBC has become affiliated with the SBC. Despite recent efforts to remove 

MBC from the SBC website listings, and false statements from both organizations about MBC 

affiliation, there is substantial proof that MBC is affiliated with the SBC. This subordinates the 

sovereignty of our church to another organization and drains MBC of funds. There have also been 

many other examples of a disregard for the church constitution to achieve outcomes rather than 

following church protocol. 

3. Mismanagement – Under the leadership of David Platt, church attendance has dwindled, ministries 

have been cut, giving is at a record low, yet salaries for church leadership have increased.  

4. Political Division – Contrary to long-standing traditions, some MBC leaders are politically active. Lon 

used to quote Romans 14:13 as the basis for the church policy that said that MBC leaders did not 

engage in activity that could cause a “Stumbling Block” for members of our family. There is nothing 

wrong with being politically active. However, in a community that is so politically divided, any 

political activity is going to create a stumbling block for some members in our Church family. Some 

Elders advised against our MBC pastors being politically vocal and their advice was ignored. The 

church leaders have stoked the flames of political divisiveness in our church family. 

5. False & Slanderous Statements – When hundreds of long-serving members voiced these and other 

concerns, they were met with false and slanderous accusations. They have been called mentally ill, 
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racists, criminals, fringe, and many other names to discredit the legitimate concerns, and avoid 

dealing with the real issues. 

 

For these and many other reasons hundreds of MBC members voted “no” for an entire slate of leaders 

to make it crystal clear that the congregation has lost confidence in the current leadership of our church. 

If the congregation rejects the elders proposed by the elders, the leadership team will need to be 

reconstituted and the congregation can elect new leaders. That is why so many members voted “no” 

and what the members hope to achieve. 

 

Sincerely, 

Gerard Dache 

MBC Church Attendee/Member for 27 Years 


